INACTIVE - ALL ITEMS SUPERSEDED OR OBSOLETE

Schedule Number: N1-056-01-003

All items in this schedule are inactive. Items are either obsolete or have been superseded by newer NARA approved records schedules.

Description:

NARA accessioned the records.

National Archives Identifier: 602457

Date Reported: 12/15/2021
Central File Photographic Negatives Documenting Treasury Officials, Activities, and Facilities, ca. 1954-1969. Includes upwards of 1,600 negatives (black and white (4" x 5")), originally arranged in chronological assignment sequence, and housed in jackets bearing handwritten, group-level captions (generally 8-15 negatives per photo assignment). Coverage is most extensive for official functions, ceremonies, and presentations involving Kennedy-Johnson era Treasury Secretaries Douglas Dillon and Henry H. Fowler; other images pertain to earlier headquarters notables and Main Treasury Building developments and, on occasion, officials and milestones at such Treasury bureaus as the U.S. Mint and the U.S. Secret Service. Bulk of the 1960's negatives were probably taken by long-time OS head cameraman Curley Moseley. Volume: ca. .5 cubic foot.

Disposition: PERMANENT. Transfer immediately to the National Archives.
Select Personality and Subject Files Photographs Relating to Treasury Officials, Events, and Facilities, ca. 1964-1995. Includes upwards of 1,000 images in a variety of forms and formats: prints (black and white and color, from 3" x 5" to 8" x 10"), negatives (black and white and color, from 35 mm. to 4" x 5"), and scattered contact sheets. Images (generally prints with corresponding negatives in the case of portraits, and just prints in the case of other assignments) are housed in folders or Manila envelopes, arranged in a roughly alphabetical name/topics sequence. Designed as a quick reference resource for the OS photographer, and other high-ranking headquarters officials, views of Main Treasury Building highlights, and, for the final years, coverage of Treasury Secretary Lloyd Bentsen's appearances with President Clinton and other luminaries. Folder or envelope annotations provide the captioning for the portrait and facilities-related images (with further information available, in some cases, via numerical links to the 1966-1989 assignment logbook, also enclosed with this series). The Bentsen activity photos tend to be uncaptioned, but the figures in these views are of sufficient prominence, and of sufficiently recent vintage, to facilitate retrospective identification. Photos in this series were likely generated by OS photographers (working under the auspices of the Office of Special Events and Travel, and, later Office of Public Affairs) Curley Moseley, Chris Smith, and James Tourtelotte, among others. Volume: ca. 1.5 cubic feet.

Disposition: PERMANENT. Transfer immediately to the National Archives.